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Senate makes plan to ‘sting’ students with ACC concert

By CHRIS BEDNARSKI
Senior Staff Reporter

The Senate student approved a resolution last night that could bring rock performer Sting to the Athletic and Convocation Center on November 11. "It’s an opportunity to bring a major entertainer to campus," said Lee Brown, Student Activities Board manager.

Sting charges an appearance fee of $40,000 plus 60 percent of the concert’s profits, said Ron Milleri, the Student Activities assistant director. "There would be an additional charge of approximately $27,000 in production costs, and 15 percent of the gross revenues from the concert would go to the ACC," he said. "He would be a big name at a cheap price," said Hall Presidents Council Chairman Kevin Howard. Rock performer Harry Lewis, for example, demands an $80,000 appearance fee, Milleri said.

Sting’s agent would like to confirm the date as soon as possible, he said. It would be Sting’s last appearance on his current U.S. tour before he returns to Europe, Milleri said. Tickets for the concert would cost $15 to $25. Although Brown said he would like to give St. Mary’s students a discount, “it’s just not feasible,” he said. “We can get them good seats though,” he added.

The senate also decided to give Milleri the power to allow His’n’Hers Schwartz to bring tourists to its shops and cafes. The senate earlier voted to allow students to no longer bring their IDs to the Schwartz’s.

Healy also asked the student body to consider selling the parents of injured Howard Hall freshman Tina Turner, "Why not just take the risk and cut her out? You could probably sell the thing out," he said.

Sting sold out his last five shows in New York, Milleri said. "He is a huge star," he said.

In other senate business, a resolution was passed that confirmed the senate’s desire to put a student on the Board of Trustees. "I think St. Mary’s students should represent their school," the resolution said. The proposal was placed before the board in the early 1970s and had failed.

The senate also voted to install Roberts Rules of Order, a guide to parliamentary procedure, to govern its meetings.

SMC Board of Governors meeting holds confidential meeting

By KIMBERLY TRENNER
Senior Staff Reporter

Hush was the word at the closed portion of the Saint Mary’s Board of Governance meeting last night. The board met with Dean of Student Affairs Sister Karol Jackowski, who was present to speak about several programs that the Saint Mary’s athletic department had just started.

"If we have to split profits with someone, it will be happy," he said. "We have to split profits with someone I will be even more happy to," he said.

Senator John Gunty questioned the need for Schwartz. "Why not just take the risk and cut her out? You could probably sell the thing out," he said.

Sting sold out his last five shows in New York, Milleri said. "He is a huge star," he said.

In other senate business, a resolution was passed that confirmed the senate’s desire to put a student on the Board of Trustees. "I think St. Mary’s students should represent their school," the resolution said. The proposal was placed before the board in the early 1970s and had failed.

Healy also asked the student body to consider selling the parents of injured Howard Hall freshman Tina Turner, "Why not just take the risk and cut her out? You could probably sell the thing out," he said.

The senate also voted to install Roberts Rules of Order, a guide to parliamentary procedure, to govern its meetings.

Italian grenade explosion injures 40 people

Associated Press

ROME—A grenade exploded last night at an outdoor cafe crowded with tourists on the fashionable Via Veneto, wounding approximately 40 people, police reported.

Officers at the scene said two grenades were thrown, and apparently were aimed at a specific table among the outdoor patrons of the Cafe de Paris, but one did not explode.

Police at Rome’s central headquarters said a few of the wounded believed they had been seriously hurt.

The blast shattered windows in nearby clothing stores. Pools of blood, coffee cups, silky verware and wine bottles covered the ground. Patrons knocked over chairs and small round tables in their panic to escape.

"There was a hell of a noise. Anybody would be scared," said Domenico Dei Felice, a waiter who was working inside the cafe when the explosion occurred shortly after 11:00 p.m.

"There wasn’t a lot of shouting by the people, they were too stunned. But they cried," said a newsstand operator.

The Italian news agency AGI quoted police as saying the grenades were hurled from either a motor- cycle or an automobile passing according to another Italian news agency, ANSA. It said the motorists were American, Argentine, German and English tourists. ANSA said at least five people were reported in serious condition, but several were treated at the hospital and released.

AGI reported that many of the injuries came from glass shards.

Sponsored by the Student Activities Board over the weekend, Michael Ross drove to victory, winning a trip to Daytona Beach for the National Finals. Daniel Besler finished second in the contest.

Sun day driver?

Students had the opportunity to show off their driving skills (or lack of them) as part of the 1985 National Collegiate Greeting Championships.

Sexuality survey results expose attitudes of Saint Mary’s women

By ELLYN MASTAKO
Staff Reporter

Less than half of Saint Mary’s students believe there is a healthy, open attitude towards discussing sexual issues such as pregnancy, birth control, rape, incest, homosexuality and venereal disease, according to a survey given to students last year.

The information gathered from this survey, which 62 percent of Saint Mary’s students responded to, will be used to design educational programs, said Mary Feeley, director of Campus Ministry.

The survey also indicated that as few as 30 percent of Saint Mary’s students feel confident of talking about their bodies. A comparison between freshmen and seniors revealed that the seniors were generally much less open with regard to the issues covered in the survey than were the freshmen.

A recurring theme found in the survey, said Feeley, is that students feel most at ease around other Saint Mary’s students when discussing such topics.

"We are happy that there is that support system present," said Feeley before the end of this semester, the recently-formed Sexuality Education Council will have begun an education program for sexuality, she said.

The program’s purpose will be to help each individual better understand and appreciate her sexuality, she said.

To protect students’ privacy, exact results of the survey were not released, Feeley said.

"We are not giving specific number statistics because we promised the students confidentiality, and we respect the students and their willingness to participate in the survey," she said. "The statistics are not our focus."

The survey consisted of eight parts. One section dealt with declaring the results showed students are generally happy with their decisions, but 25 percent did say sometimes others should make their decisions.

A large majority of the students do not want additional information about male or female homosexuality. They do believe, however, that there is discrimination against homosexuals on both campuses.

Regarding the relationships and attitudes section, a large percentage believed they can be in love without being sexually active, the survey said.

Just under half of those responding say they do not know what the problems in the athletic department were.

Kevin Hurley. Healy urged students about several problems that the Board of Trustees and give Hurley their support. "This is an election, he said.

"It is impossible to put a student on the Board without the parents of injured Howard Hall freshman Tina Turner, "Why not just take the risk and cut her out? You could probably sell the thing out," he said.

The senate also voted to install Roberts Rules of Order, a guide to parliamentary procedure, to govern its meetings.
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Healy also asked the student body to consider selling the parents of injured Howard Hall freshman Tina Turner, "Why not just take the risk and cut her out? You could probably sell the thing out," he said.
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In Brief

Pornography should be censored because it panders to an obsession with sex that is harming the nation, according to actress Jane Fonda. "Pornography is a huge problem in this country and must be stopped." She spoke at a press conference in Washington, D.C.

A student fashion poll by Levi Strauss found the preppy look - oversize shirts and jeans, outside blue jeans, neatly pinned hair - are the overall favorite among college students. Punk, however, reigns in the East, while the Midwest likes Magnum PI Hawaiian shirts and baseball caps, along with Miami Vice t-shirts and blazers.

The Thomas J. White Center on Law and Government is sponsoring a debate between Walter Black and Charles C. Moskos on the topic, "Perspectives on the Bishop's Letter on the Economy." The debate will be tomorrow at noon in Room 101 of the Law School. Black is director of the Center for the Study of Economics and Religion at the Fraser Institute in Vancouver, B.C. Moskos is a professor of Economics at Notre Dame.

The New Entrepreneurs: Today's Unique Opportunities and Challenges is the topic of a lecture by Paula Nelson, author of many bestselling books on the acquisition of wealth including "The Joy of Money." The lecture will be today at 3:30 p.m. in the Hayes-Iliffy Auditorium. Her lecture is sponsored by the College of Business Administration's Executive M.B.A. program.

Learn to teach illiterate adults how to read. A training session for any interested volunteers will be held Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. at the Center for Basic Learning.

Student Alumni Relations Group applications are available until Sept. 25 at the Alumni Association Office, on the second floor of the Administration Building. Anyone with questions about SARG can call Jodie Githens at 283-2983.

The Cycling Club of Notre Dame will hold a general meeting tonight at 7 in the LaFortune Student Center. Interested students are welcome to attend.

Weather

If it will only last through Saturday night, more than 59,000 fans will be grateful and may actually stay dry during a home football game. Partly sunny skies and mild temperatures are expected today. High in the middle to upper 70s. Partly cloudy are expected tonight with a 20 percent chance of showers. Low around 60.

Newspapers, networks sacrifice news integrity and seek popularity

News media are in trouble. In lieu of serious treatment of difficult subjects, newspaper operations are emphasizing "epithelial news features and personality coverage," according to syndicated columnist William Pfaff.

Pfaff pinpointed television news' own commercialism in what he called "the medium's triumph in an essay published last Tuesday in the Columbia Journalism Review.

News programs became profitable after they were forced onto the airwaves to battle the rest of television for an audience. To win, Pfaff wrote, news operators have had to change the look of their product. Just as he devoted last week's column to the decline of broadcast journalism, Pfaff could spend this week's words on the downsizing of printed news. He would be justified in accusing newspapers of the same faults for which he excoriated television, sacrificing serious news for personality, glamour and violence.

More and more newspapers are striving for a graphic look full of color and spectacle - because it sells. On the front page of today's Tempo section, Rupert Murdoch's competitor featured a story on the divorces of Hollywood, with basketball stars in a neighboring enthralling them.

For more than a few decades the two media have co-existed, trading off periods of popularity. As they have co-existed, however, is not to say all has been quiet on the journalistic front. Both the broadcast and print media seek to imitate characteristics of the other in hopes of boosting either their ratings or circulation. The Saturday Morning News calls its top story the "cover story." A cover story on television? It seems the Columbia Broadcasting Company is playing on one of the hot commodities.

Good Time readers picked Tuesday's paper to see a picture of a lightning-struck man on a hospital bed, showing off his scars. On the front page of tomorrow's Tempo section, Rupert Murdoch's competitor featured a story on the divorces of Hollywood, with basketball stars in a neighboring enthralling them.

Obviously, newspapers have more space than a 22-minute news program and an occasional documentary.
Security phone rejected; other plans safe

By ANN KALTENBACH
Senior Staff Reporter

Although Saint Mary's security is continuing its effort to increase campus safety, the proposed implementation of a security phone on Saint Mary's main drive was recently rejected, said Robert Foldesi, director of administrative services.

Foldesi said the proposal was brought to his attention by Anne Marie Kollman, Saint Mary's student body president.

 Foldesi, however, shied away from the phone installation proposal. "Many members of the student body feel that the idea of a phone, but we are concerned of its misuse," explained Foldesi.

"Officers may be taken away from their duties and emergencies if students misuse it," he added.

Foldesi questioned if there was a real need for the phone. "There is a mobile officer on campus from 6 p.m. to 7 a.m. on weekdays and 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. on weekends," he said. Adding, "The lighting is excellent on the walkway."

Foldesi also said the installation of a phone may be a needless expense because a new security booth may be built there next year.

He said the sign committee is considering building a permanent brick structure at the intersection of the main drive and Madaleva Drive.

Richard Clebek, director of Saint Mary's security, said the final decision on the construction of a new security building will be made jointly by the Sisters of the Holy Cross and the College administration.

They are still in the midst of choosing an exact location, he said. They also need to approve an architectural layout and plans for the building's utilization, he said.

Clebek said the building could be staffed with dispatchers 24 hours a day or just staffed during the early morning hours of 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. on weekdays and 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. on weekends.

"This building (the present security station) would remain and function as a report place for officers," Clebek said.

Clebek stated that construction may begin next year. He and Foldesi said that the security building is the fourth of the proposals to be undertaken by the sign committee.

Regarding the May assault of a Saint Mary's student on the road between Saint Mary's and Notre Dame, Richard Clebek, director of Saint Mary's security, recently requested a traffic and safety improvement study to be done by the Indiana State Highway Department.

Clebek, in a letter dated August 7th, petitioned John Benhurger, director of Highways for the Indiana State Highway Department, to investigate the dangerous area.

The request was made a month before Kevin Hurley, a Notre Dame freshman, was hit and critically injured at the intersection. In reference to the Sept. 7 accident and the safety problem between the two campuses, Clebek said, "There's not much we can do to control those things."

Nevertheless, Clebek's proposal included five recommendations to improve pedestrian safety for individuals that utilize the area between Saint Mary's main entrance and Douglass Road along U.S. 31-33 North.

The first request involved placing a sign somewhere on the traffic signal to warn motorists of pedestrian traffic. The second called for the installation of pedestrian crossing signs.

The third recommendation involved extending the delay between light cycles to ensure that north and south-bound traffic is stopped, thereby allowing motorists exiting the campus to do so safely. The better proposal extended the light at least 100 feet further north and south of the toll road entrance for vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

The final recommendation involved the installation of automatic traffic signals at the intersection and toll road exit. Security proposed that this signal should be functioning at least one hour before and after normal business hours, during events, or when it is tripped automatically by vehicles on Douglas Road.

Clebek expects to receive its recommendation by the end of October or early November, he said.
Planes strike Angola while unrest continues in S. Africa

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa—Troops and warplanes swept into southern Angola yesterday to strike South-West African guerrillas the military said were planning attacks on towns and military bases in the territory.

Meanwhile, racial unrest persisted, sources said, as students in Johannesburg's huge black township of Soweto went on a rampage because of rumors that black leader Nelson Mandela, who was killed in jail, Mandela's wife said the rumors were false.

An Soweto magistrate government was informed of the strike against guerrillas of the South-West Africa People's Organization and warplanes have already been seen flying overhead.

Survey

services Catholic Social Services, Women's Care Center, Planned Parenthood and Birthline have to offer.

In the section titled "Other Sexual issues," instances of possible sexual harassment were listed, and students were asked to state their opinions. The majority said they thought men whistling at women was offensive, as was being called "honey." A majority of students also said a stranger putting his arm on them was offensive.

"This gives us a baseline from which we know how students feel and how to address the issue of sexual harassment," Feeley said.

A majority of students also said sexual harassment has happened but not occur at Saint Mary's, socially or in the classroom. Three percent indicated that sexual harassment does not occur frequently on the Notre Dame campus.

Feeley stated that she was pleased with the students' response to the questions concerning the formation of a Sexuality Education Council on campus. A majority said they would attend a course on human sexuality and liked the idea of attending a one-hour program in the residence halls.

The Sexuality Education Council will design a program based on the results of the survey. Before the end of the semester, the council hopes to go to each residence hall so that they can discuss the survey, its results and the programs to be offered, Feeley said.

The council also hopes to build programs around the different areas in the survey, she said. These programs would include both in-hall and campus-wide speakers.

The council wants to find a space on campus for a Women's Resource Center. This center would have material for all issues concerning women, and a trained staff of faculty and students, Feeley said.

"I think this survey began a more open atmosphere on campus. It is sort of gave students permission to discuss issues concerning their sexuality and their ability to make decisions concerning themselves," she said.

"I'm glad to find that the students, faculty and administration are taking things seriously," Feeley said, adding, "I feel very positively about the survey and the Sexuality Education Council."

SMC continued from page 1

saturdays and Sundays. "The results were given in SAGA Food Services," said Kollman. She said she plans to meet with representatives of the food service to discuss these results.

The library may open earlier on Sundays because of a recent survey showing that a majority of students would prefer new hours.

Approximately 40 members of the faculty, administration and staff responded to the partial survey given last week.

Depending on the results, weekend privileges may change from the current 4 p.m. time to 5 p.m. Hall desk workers monitoring the use of the early partial hours by students tallied a very low response, she said.

"If the current hours do not affect too many members of staff we could possibly give them keys to the buildings," said Kollman.

"Otherwise the hours will change," she said.

"An Ethnic Diversity Committee will be formed to make students more aware of the ethnic culture on our campus," said Kollman. Members of the committee will discuss possible activities to promote awareness.

The new book list policy was a success according to Mary Lally, a council representative. "The only thing people didn't cooperate with was taking the signs down after three weeks," said Lally.

Wives of Grooteboom, 157 miles south of Angola and South Africa's main Namibian base, said the force Mirage jets took off at various times during the day.

Viljoen said reconnaissance and intelligence-gathering operations established that guerrillas planned long-range bombardments of military bases and attacks on big towns and residential areas in the northern part of the disputed territory. SWAPO has not been known to have long-range artillery in its battle for Namibia, which South Africa has been steadily withdrawing from its forces. A year late, from southern Angola. SWAPO guerrillas have fought a 19-year guerrilla war for Namibia that has killed nearly 10,000 guerrillas and 566 South African troops, by South Africa's official count.

The white-minority government has ignored U.N. demands for a cease-fire and independence for the territory. About 1 million people live in Namibia. 90 percent of them black or of mixed race.

In Soweto, students streamed from Orlando High School and stolen vehicles in response to the rumors about Mandela, witnesses reported. Three armored vehicles were parked up to the school, firing tear gas and rubber bullets to dispers the students.

But services ceased in most parts of Soweto by early evening after youths in two other districts, Orlando West and Dube, burned houses and set fire to a delivery truck. A post-night bail police communiqué said several vehicles were destroyed and soldiers firing tear gases wounded one youth.

Bar code

During a presentation at a recent university event, students were seen using bar codes to gain entrance.

We're among the 100 best companies to work for in America. But don't just take our word for it.

If your record of achievement demonstrates academic and extracurricular success, we'd like to meet you.

Contact your placement office to arrange interview times, or write to Mr. Tim Bolema at SMC Placement Office c/o Box 30 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.
The Viewpoint article of Monday, Sept. 9, concerning the depressing aspects of life at Notre Dame, located in South Bend, Indiana. I do not know if Broderick wrote his column meaning to be pro-abortion, and thus without a bias against contraception. Many who have strong views on the morality of contraception have never read, pondered, or prayed over the Church's teachings on these matters.

John O'Callaghan's letter bemoaning the lack of a Catholic viewpoint at Notre Dame clearly Krais' piece is meant to challenge the Church's teachings on birth control. He offers strictly utilitarian or consequentialist solutions to this problem; he argues that contraception is only right if it is to achieve a good end. He argues that couples certainly have a right to not get pregnant, and thus contraception may be justified from this perspective (racism, obstetrics, otherwise). Yet, those were the grounds chosen by Krais, and I wished to show him that those indeed are shaky grounds.

The Church's arguments are based on the classical view of the dignity of the human person. Krais is writing a column for a newspaper serving a Catholic campus, yet he seems to have little acquaintance with Church teaching on this matter. If he has read the teaching on this matter, if he has read the Church's arguments are based on the classical view of the dignity of the human person. Krais is writing a column for a newspaper serving a Catholic campus, yet he seems to have little acquaintance with Church teaching on this matter. If he has read the teaching on this matter, if he has read the Church's argument is that we are all used to? How long before South Bend is proclaimed a dry city? Let me know just what you're up to. Write to me at P.O. Box 48, Notre Dame, IN 46556 (219) 239-5303.

Jim Hagan
President
P.O. Box 48, Notre Dame, IN 44556 (219) 239-5303

The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame du Lac and Saint Mary's College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either institution. The news is reported secondary and objectively to write. Unedited editorials represent the opinion of a majority of the Editorial Board. Comments, letters and the inside columns present the views of Peer authors. Column space is available to all members of the community and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged.
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NBC looks to top NielsenS

NBC used to be known as the loser network, but not anymore. The network’s fortunes turned surprisingly good in the last season. The Thursday night lineup of “The Cosby Show,” “Family Ties,” “Cheers,” and “Night Court” was practically unbeatable in the ratings. The acclaimed “Miami Vice,” combining rock music, sharp editing, fantastic sets, and color schemes, excellent acting, and superb scripts, shot into the Top 10 over the summer, and earned 15 Emmy nominations. It is with this base that NBC will begin its assault on CBS for the top spot in television. Six series debut on NBC this fall season.

• The Master of Horror, Alfred Hitchcock, is coming to NBC as “Alfred Hitchcock Presents” returns to television. The half-hour show, following “Amazing Stories!” will present new or updated versions of the tales of mystery that were shown during the series’ first run from 1955 to 1965. The introductions to the episodes, featuring Hitchcock, will be transformed from black and white to color by a new computer process.

• Robert Blake as a ghetto priest?!

• On the movie scene, NBC will air the 20th anniversary this season of the classic “Untold Story.”

• Robert Blake plays an odd lot on “Misfits of Science.”

• Gentleman” also premieres this season. Gibbs and her family live in a Washington, D.C., tenement where problems are numerous, yet the group can shrink from his 7’4” height to the size of a Ken doll.

• The Master of Horror, Alfred Hitchcock, is coming to NBC as “Alfred Hitchcock Presents” returns to television. The half-hour show, following “Amazing Stories!” will present new or updated versions of the tales of mystery that were shown during the series’ first run from 1955 to 1965. The introductions to the episodes, featuring Hitchcock, will be transformed from black and white to color by a new computer process.

• Robert Blake as a ghetto priest?!

• On the movie scene, NBC will air the 20th anniversary this season of the classic “Untold Story.”

• Robert Blake plays an odd lot on “Misfits of Science.”

• Gentleman” also premieres this season. Gibbs and her family live in a Washington, D.C., tenement where problems are numerous, yet the group can shrink from his 7’4” height to the size of a Ken doll.

• The Master of Horror, Alfred Hitchcock, is coming to NBC as “Alfred Hitchcock Presents” returns to television. The half-hour show, following “Amazing Stories!” will present new or updated versions of the tales of mystery that were shown during the series’ first run from 1955 to 1965. The introductions to the episodes, featuring Hitchcock, will be transformed from black and white to color by a new computer process.

• Robert Blake as a ghetto priest?!

• On the movie scene, NBC will air the 20th anniversary this season of the classic “Untold Story.”

• Robert Blake plays an odd lot on “Misfits of Science.”

• Gentleman” also premieres this season. Gibbs and her family live in a Washington, D.C., tenement where problems are numerous, yet the group can shrink from his 7’4” height to the size of a Ken doll.
3 networks display 'vices' for copycat shows and nostalgia

Another bad year for ABC?

FOR ABC, last season was a ratings disaster as it finished a distant third behind rejuvenated NBC and CBS. ABC's only certified hit was the supershow "Dynasty." Hoping to spring back to life this season, ABC unveils eight new series, the most of any network.

• The "Hollywood Bear" is a turf for two undercover cops who depend on an assortment of "interesting" friends to nab the bad guys who invade their turf. Most outstanding of these friends is ex L.A. Raider John Matotak, who plays a gay restaurant owner. Telling gay jokes around him may prove to be very detrimental to one's health.

• Robert Wagner returns to TV as a slave insurance investigator in "Lone Street." The locales promise to be exotic. The crimes, dastardly, and the women beautiful. Veteran actor Lew Ayres also appears as Wagner's father.

• Using ordinary objects to get out of extraordinary trouble is the trademark of "MacGyver." Richard Dean Anderson plays this scientific Indiana Jones who is more likely to use a paper clip than a bullwhip when facing up to the bad guys.

• After striking out in late-night television, Alan Thicke takes his shot at prime time in its very own "Growing Pains." He plays a sitcom father with a typical sitcom family. It will need a lot more than that to succeed, scheduled against the powerful "A Team."

• "Spenser: For Hire," an ABC this fall.

CBS struggles to defend title

CBS finished the 1984-85 season on the top of the Nielsen race, but had to fight off up-and-comer NBC, to do so. CBS will look to retain that lofty position by debuting six new series of their own.

• "Hometown," premiers last month to very good reviews. The show presents the lives and loves of seven friends who met in the '60s, and who are now coping with the problems of the '80s. It does sound a lot like the plot of "The Big Chill," but it has the potential to try material that wasn't touched in the movie.

• See if this premise sounds familiar: middle-class black parents cope with the problems of raising their children. "The Cosby Show." No, it's "Charlie and Company." Flip Wilson plays the Bill Cosby role in this show.

• If you can have an adventure- anthology series, why not have a comedy-anthology series? That is just the idea behind "George Burns Comedy Week." If the genius of George Burns can be utilized properly, this show could be the surprise hit of the season.

• Turning a hit movie into a weekly series can be tricky business. It can work well or it can bomb. CBS is hoping that it can turn the Richard Pryor/Syme Wilder hit movie "Stir Crazy" into a hit series. Two un- knowns, Joe Guzaldo and Larry Berly, will try to fill the shoes of Wilder and Pryor. Good luck, guys.

• After striking out in late-night television, Alan Thicke takes his shot at prime time in its very own "Growing Pains." He plays a sitcom father with a typical sitcom family. It will need a lot more than that to succeed, scheduled against the powerful "A Team."

• The phrase, "You are now entering The Twilight Zone," will be heard once more on CBS as they resurrect the series that has gained cult status in syndication. The stories will be new, and will be performed by a different cast each week.

• CBS is letting loose a deluge of theatrical movie premiers for this season. At the top of the list is "Sorcho's Choice" and "The Big Chill." As for comedy, there will be "The Man with Two Brains," "Risky Business," "National Lampoon's Vacation," and "Airplane II: The Sequel." For adventure buffs there is "High Road to China" and "Blade Runner." "All the Right Moves" and "Rocky III" also première on the network. As for major mini-series, CBS has none in the wings.

Well, there you have it, the complete TV preview for the upcoming fall season. Some shows look very promising, and some others look promising to be cancelled within a few weeks. We shall see.
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Briefs

continued from page 8

The NVA golf scramble tournament was played Sunday. The team of Mike Schmit, Jeff Joliet, Chris Kleva and Tim Healy won with a six-under-par 65. Three teams tied for second place - The Observer

In putt-putt golf, it took a sudden-death playoff to determine the winner Sunday night. The team of Lou Martinez and Austin Henry edged Tim Riordan and Mike Shields for the title after both teams shot 75 for the night - The Observer

A pep rally is planned for Friday at 7 p.m. in Stephenville Center. Featured speakers will be Head Coach Gerry Faust, defensive line coach Rick Lantz and defensive lineman Greg Din gens. - The Observer

Interhall officials are needed for football and soccer. For more information, contact the NVA office in the ACC - The Observer

New coach leads ND tennis team

By JOHN COYLE

Sports Writer

Notre Dame's new women's tennis coach, Michelle Gelfman, seems to be fitting in very well on the Notre Dame campus. The young coach has got her team off to a good start as it begins a very challenging fall season.

The energetic Gelfman already has an impressive list of accomplishments to her name, though she has been coaching for only seven years. Her career record as a head coach stands at 226-79.

An excellent player herself, Gelfman attended Northeast Missouri State University, where she played four years of varsity tennis. After graduation, she stayed on the Penn Circuit, as she began work on her masters degree at Indiana University. She continued to play as a professional during the summer for a total of eight years after becoming a head coach.

The coaching career of the 31-year-old started at Valparaiso University, where she coached the men's and women's teams for three years. Two of the three years there, her team went to the National Championships and finished in the top 12 of the then small college section of NCAA Division I.

After a year off because of an illness in her family, the spirited coach moved on to Beloit College, where she turned the program around and finished first and second in the division in her two years. Finally, she went to Western Illinois University and rebuilt the program. She guided the men's team to a third-place finish in the Division I finals and gave the women's team a strong foundation on which to build.

Gelfman works to get the best out of her players but believes strongly that academics should never be sacrificed because of tennis time. Therefore, her practices are intense and difficult, but not lengthy.

A great emphasis is placed on the value of every workout by the new head coach. The best players are pitted against each other in practice under game conditions so, hopefully, they will be prepared for whatever comes their way in actual matches. On some teams, this same level of competitiveness in practice might cause problems but Gelfman said she feels that there will be no bruised egos on the Irish squad because the players get along so well.

"I try to make the practices short but hard," she explains. "The actual matches are much easier if I make the practices as challenging as possible. Even though tennis is an individual sport, I treat the team as a whole. We practice together and we train together. They are a closely knit group and they all root for each other."

Gelfman said she tries to correct the technical deficiencies that have gone unnoticed before. The Irish coach tries to refine the games of her team members and to make them whole players.

Gelfman also is aware of the fact that besides being a coach, she is a role model for her team. She said she is in control of herself and her manners and manners on and off the court and believes that her behavior should be beyond reproach.

"I stress the importance of the girls conducting themselves well at all times," she said. "I hope they will carry what they learn in tennis - correctness, discipline, sportsmanship - into later life."

The enthusiastic coach is confident that the Irish can do well on the Division I level. She does not expect as many wins this year as there have been in the past for the Irish because the team will be meeting more tough opponents.

Despite the fact that the team provides only two scholarships, which are split among all of the players, Gelfman said she feels that the academic quality of Notre Dame can attract top players. The coach said she hopes to rebuild the program and have the Irish in the top 15 in the nation some time in the next three years.

Defeat is the next stop for the Notre Dame men's tennis team. Gelfman said she will use the matches today in Chicago as a warm-up for later in the week, when the Irish will be meeting several tough teams.

The Morgan Bank

The Audit-Plus Training Program

for financial and other managers

Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York, one of the world's leading money-center banks, provides challenging and rewarding career opportunities for college graduates with majors or concentrations in accounting, finance, economics, or business. We invite you to talk with us and find out about our Audit-Plus Program.

Talk to Morgan about a Career in Banking

Come to our informational meeting...

Tuesday September 24, 1985
6:00 - 8:00 P.M.

Alumni Room
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Crew team to begin Sept. 28

TOM YOUN

Club Corner

- ROWING CLUB: The Notre Dame Rowing Club will begin its fall season of regattas with its first race on September 28 at Des Moines, Iowa. The regatta will be sponsored by the Des Moines Rowing Club and will involve mostly club teams.

Last year when Notre Dame entered the race, they came away with one of their boats getting the fastest time. If they can repeat this feat, the participants will be awarded a silver cup.

During the fall season, the events will consist of three- to three-and-a-half-mile races in which each boat races against the clock. In the meets, the club uses four men's boats and one women's boat. Each boat has eight rowers and one coxswain.

After their regatta in Des Moines, the Irish will journey north of the United States border to compete in a regatta in Peterborough, Canada on October 5. Notre Dame is the only United States team entered in that race.

"This year is our largest men's team ever," said Chris Nye, the crew club's coach. "In fact, it is three times larger than before. We have a lot of good people on the team, and, following varsity men and the novice men who are now on the team are really pushing the others to become better."

This year our attitude has some what changed in that this year we want to row to win. I am real excited about the team because with John Younger making the National team last year, hopefully the other good rowers will put forth the dedication to make the National team."

- CLUB SCORES: When the Notre Dame Water Polo team traveled to the University of Michigan last weekend, it came away with an exciting overtime win. Steve Coffey scored the winning goal, which made the final score 17-16. The club's next meet is in Louisville in two weeks.
The Observer

Punter continued from page 12

terms, but he earned high marks for his performance.

"His punting certainly was a bright spot for our team," says Mal Moore, the Irish assistant head coach who works with the special teams. "It was mighty impressive. As long as he performs, he will have the job."

But Moore was not the only one to bestow praise on the walk-on, who does not receive a scholarship for playing football.

"I was pretty impressed," says Sorensen's twin brother Dave. "The looks really good. I was very proud of him. I knew he would start someday. He was determined to excel. It meant a lot to him."

Dave Sorensen attends the University of Minnesota. The twins say they are very close. In fact, Dan says members of his family are watching, "I want to please my mom and dad and most, and I want to leave the field knowing I have contributed," says the Irish punter. "I hope my family will make it to a game this season."

Sorensen says he will be at the Nov. 2 Navy game, although the whole family will watch every game on television.

When Sorensen is not out on the football field, he follows his favorite baseball team, the Minnesota Twins.

"I love baseball," he says. "I must have over 5000 baseball cards. I used to advertise in sports magazines to trade and buy them."

Not just an athlete, Sorensen is a member of the Dean's Honor List as an accounting major in the College of Business.

Despite all the work and frustration he's been through, Sorensen insists he would do it all over again in a minute.

"I never really thought about quitting because I felt so fortunate just to be out there playing for Notre Dame."

Whatever said dreams don't come true? Certainly not those two freshmen from Dillon who slept in their jerseys.

Dan Sorensen

Feds rest drug case vs. Strong

Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - The government yesterday rested its case against Curtis Strong, a Philadelphia caterer accused of dealing drugs to major league baseball players, after dropping two of the 16 counts against him.

U.S. attorney J. Alan Johnson said two counts were dropped because of a lack of testimony concerning those charges. Johnson called seven current or former major league players as witnesses during the prosecution's presentation of its case.

Defense attorney Adam O. Renfroe Jr. said that Pittsburgh Pirates Manager Chuck Tanner, former Pirates team captain Willie Stargell and St. Louis Cardinals pitcher Joaquin Andujar were the first witnesses called today when the defense opens its case.

Tanner, who has said he was unaware of the allegedly widespread use of cocaine on his team several years ago, will be the leadoff witness, Renfroe said.

In another courtroom on the same floor, jury selection began yesterday in the federal trial of Robert "Rav" McCue, 38, of Pittsburgh, former Estate Planning Institute, will be on campus.

SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW Professor Regis W. Campfield, BBA, Notre Dame; LL.B., University of Virginia; Chairman of the Notre Dame Estate Planning Institute, will be on campus.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 208 of O'Shaughnessy Hall to talk with students about admission and financial assistance. All interested students are welcome to meet with Professor Campfield during this time.

ATTENTION SENIORS!!!

Registration for Senior Informal in Chicago continues tonight and tomorrow Sept. 17 & 18 at LaFortune Info Desk 6-8 p.m. $3 Registration fee.

The Knights of the Castle

Men's Hair Styling at its finest minutes from campus

STUDENT SPECIAL

$5 Haircut only

277-1691

272-0312

54633 Terrace Lane

Across from Martin's St. Rd. 23

Kalamazoo, Mich. tomorrow to face the Kalamazoo College women's soccer team in a game scheduled for 4:30 p.m.

Akers commented on the Belles' chances to win the game.

"Kalamazoo is an aggressive, fast team to play, and it's going to take our best effort," he said.
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Students & Faculty

SAVE

UP to 50%

ON YOUR

DISTANCE

CALLS

3000 IN STOCK

Import

Track's has 100's of imports in stock and will be glad to special order what you need from our catalogue.

You Can Walk to Tracks

At the corner of Edison Rd & St. Rd. 23

Just across from the King's Collar

1631 E. Edison

South Bend

Indiana's Finest Discount Record Store

PREMIER DISCOUNT RECORD STORES OF THE MIDWEST

10 to 9 daily

Monday through Friday 8 am to 5 pm

+ Start saving today by calling

SAVERLINE

1-800-742-0528

do any direct

1-812-232-2496

Monday through Friday 8 am to 5 pm

A STUDENT SPECIAL

$5 Haircut only

277-1691

272-0312

54633 Terrace Lane

Across from Martin's St. Rd. 23

Kalamazoo, Mich. tomorrow to face the Kalamazoo College women's soccer team in a game scheduled for 4:30 p.m.

Akers commented on the Belles' chances to win the game.

"Kalamazoo is an aggressive, fast team to play, and it's going to take our best effort," he said.
Social Concerns Film Series - presents -

SILKWOOD
Meryl Streep, Kurt Russell and Cher

Tonight and Tuesday, Sept. 16 and 17
Engineering Aud. 7:00 and 9:30, $1.00

Help Prevent Birth Defects
March of Dimes
The March of Dimes is a Voluntary Health Organization.

Student Activities
University of Notre Dame

CLUB PRESIDENTS’ MEETING
A MANDATORY meeting for all club presidents' will be held TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17 from 7-9pm in the Library Auditorium

Attendance is required to be eligible for Student Government funding.

If president cannot attend please have a club officer present
Irish drop out of top twenty; Auburn retains top ranking

Associated Press

Auburn and Oklahoma remained first and second yesterday in The Associated Press college football poll, while Southern California moved up to third place and Michigan outdistanced Notre Dame from the No. 4 spot. Auburn celebrated its first win of the season as the No. 1 team by defeating South Carolina, 29-18. The Tigers received 25 of first-place votes and 1,137 points, topping the second-place finisher, Oklahoma, which got 22 first-place votes and 1,075 points. Third was Southern California, which had 19 first-place votes and 1,035 points. Michigan, with 18 first-place votes, had 1,010 points. The rest of the top five was composed of Notre Dame (1,125 points), Florida (998), Southern Methodist (913), and Penn State (909). The Associated Press poll, which is based on votes from 60 sportswriters, is conducted each week by The Observer-Herald, Bloomington, Ill.

Dream comes true for walk-on ND punter Dan Sorensen

By JOE MURPHY

Sports Writer

"Basically, I was an outcast. Nobody knew my name. I wasn't even in the main locker room," says Notre Dame punter Dan Sorensen, who walked onto the football team his freshman year.

Sorensen, now a junior, played in his first game last Saturday against Michigan, putting five times for a 42-yard average.

"John Carney said from day one I would start," says Sorensen, who added that Carney also a walk-on and now the Notre Dame punter, will continue. "I had dropped their hockey team. I hadn't worked at it. I would have been upset if I had come back here and been benched out."

"That helped us out a lot. They either cheering or booing us. It was great."

Once the game was underway, Sorensen concentrated on the task at hand. He noted it was the first time in a long time he had the but

St. Mary's falls to IU in 2nd loss

By ANDREA LAFRENIERE

Sports Writer

The Saint Mary's soccer team dropped its second game of the season yesterday when the Indiana University Women's Soccer Club defeated the Irish 2-0 at Bloomington.

Saint Mary's coach John Akers said the Belles played aggressively but were not able to take advantage of the opportunities they had to score goals.

"We played well, but we missed a couple of opportunities to score," he said. "We had as many shots on goal as they did, which is an indication that we were competing with them. We were not dominated by them.

"We have a young team, and the game was the first time in a long time he had the but

see PUNTER, page 10

Florida running back Lorenzo Hampton (7), shown in action against Syracuse last season, and the rest of the Gators fell from third to 11th place in the Associated Press poll this week. The poll and a summary of last weekend's games appear at right.